
He  Said/She  Said:  Natalie
Getz and David Good Discuss
Bachelor  Pad  2’s  Season
Finale

This dramatic season of Bachelor Pad 2 has finally come to
an end. In this week’s episode, the contenders performed with
Cirque de Soleil’s Ka, Blake proposed to Holly, the winners
were declared and the next Bachelor was announced. We had a
chance to chat with our Bachelor Pad 2 experts, David Good and
Natalie Getz, to see what their thoughts were about the season
finale.

Kasey and Vienna did quite well in the final challenge, but
ultimately didn’t get a chance to compete for the final prize.
What are your closing thoughts on how they chose to play the
game? Do you think they will remain together long-term?

He  said:  I  think  they  played  the  game  great!  People  can
dislike them as a couple but they still controlled the whole
show till the end. As far as a couple, I wish them the best
but I don’t see it working out from what we got to see of them
on TV.

She said: They did a great job and really played off of each
other’s chemistry very well. I was super impressed! It was
very close, so I think the judges could have gone either way.
I  was  with  them  in  San  Diego  for  Jesse  Kovac’s  wine
bar/clothing boutique opening over the weekend, and they still
seem very much in love. They certainly have their fair share
of fights just like a lot of other couples, but they love each
other. Now that they live together, I really can’t see these
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two separating.

If you had been Michael and Holly, would you have made the
same choice they did when they decided to let Graham and
Michelle head to the finals with them?

He  said:  Yes,  I  would  have.  It’s  about  friendship  and
integrity  that  goes  beyond  the  show.

She said: No, I would have actually chosen Kasey and Vienna.
Graham and Michelle had less drama with the cast, so they
would have been a tougher competition. Strategically, they
would have received more votes. Turns out, they got all the
votes anyway. Then again, had I been a part of season two and
saw Michael hurting over the recent news of Holly’s engagement
to Blake, I would have voted Michael to win as well. At least
he didn’t walk away empty handed.

Michael didn’t know about Holly and Blake’s engagement before
the finale. How do you think he handled the news on-camera?
And were you surprised when he ultimately decided to “share”
the money with Holly?

He said: I think he handled it with class. That goes to show
what a good person he is and I would expect nothing less from
him. I knew he would share the money with her. That’s the kind
of person he is. He deserves better than her anyway.

She said: I think he was in a state of shock that it actually
happened and Holly didn’t call to warn him. I was surprised
she allowed them to film it to be honest with you. She could
have said no and spared Michael’s feelings. I wasn’t surprised
at all by Michael sharing the money. I know him well and he
has the biggest heart and is sincerely kind and generous in
everything he does. He is humble and logical. He once loved
Holly and out of maturity, he still wouldn’t want to screw her
over. He is almost too good of a person to his own fault.

Are you surprised Blake and Holly are engaged and moving in



together so quickly? And what did you think about their on-
camera engagement; do you think we will see a Bachelor Pad
wedding in the near future? Any other couples from this season
that you think may have a wedding in their future?

He said: I am surprised because I know Holly and expected more
out of her. She is in love with the thought of falling in love
and that is her weakness. I promise you she is very unsure
about all this and it’s moving way too fast. I don’t see a
wedding in their future but even after everything they did, I
still think they deserve to be happy if that’s what they want.

She said: I don’t think we will see any other couple engaged
anytime soon unless producers push for it. I was so shocked
about the engagement. I didn’t really know what to think when
Holly showed me her ring at the wrap party. Of course I was
happy for her; she is my friend. That being said, I voiced my
concern to her that I was worried about her moving across the
country for a 2 month long distant relationship. But like they
say….when you know, you know. I’m happy she is happy.

Michael and Holly are the winners of Bachelor Pad 2 — do you
agree Michael was the strongest competitor this season? And
what exactly do you think Holly brought to the partnership?

He said: Holly was a good support system for Mike believe it
or not. He got sympathy points from everyone because of her. I
think he played as good or the best of anyone there.

She said: Michael hands down won that game and deserved it. He
was  by  far  the  strongest  competitor  with  his  genuine
personality  and  athletic/coordination  skills.

If you’ll miss all the rose action, be sure to catch the
premiere of The Bachelor in January, Ben Flajnik has been
officially announced as the next Bachelor.  Until next time!



‘Bachelor  Pad  2′  Recap
Episode 4: Blake Julian Gives
Holly Durst a Rose

With  Jake  Pavelka  eliminated,  a  new  love  triangle  —
involving  Blake,  Holly  and  Michael  —  has  emerged  on  this
week’s episode of Bachelor Pad 2. This week’s challenge might
have ended some relationships and put a spark on others.

Kissing Contest:

Chris  Harrison  claims  this  contest  was  the  most  popular
competition  last  season,  but  it  didn’t  seem  like  the
contestants wanted to take part it in this year.  To set a
good  example  for  her  6-year-old  daughter,  Michelle  Money
backed out of the challenge.  The ladies are first, and once
they’re blindfolded, they are kissed by every guy.  When the
winners were announced, Chris states that they won with an
overwhelming majority of the votes.

Challenge Winners: Blake Julian and Ella Nolan

Immunity and Dates:

Ella chooses Kirk for her date, which involves driving a red
Ferrari to the Casa Bachelor Annex, where they have dinner. 
Kirk tells Ella about his life-threatening battle with mold,
and Ella talks about witnessing her mother’s murder.  She
gives him a rose, and then they ride on a hot air balloon.

Blake invites Holly on a date, which naturally causes Melissa
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to throw a tantrum.  They head to a ski slope on a private
jet, and later spend time in front of a fire, where Blake asks
Holly about her feelings toward Michael Stagliano.  Holly
decides to spend the night with Blake at the log cabin, while
viewers get to see Michael alone in the pad, pining for his
ex-fiancée.

Back at ‘The Pad’:

Michael and Holly:

Holly confesses to Michael that she kissed Blake and he breaks
down, admitting that he’s falling in love with her again. 
She’s torn between him and Blake.

Kasey and William:

As usual, the girls vote off a guy and vice versa.  As the
girls wonder whether to eliminate Kasey or William, Kasey
comes up with a strategy that’s he’s sure will save him.  He
tells Ella and Kirk, “I’m not trying to sell a story, but just
know that the money is necessary for my grandma to live.”

Melissa:

Meanwhile, the guys join forces to vote Melissa off instead of
Vienna because of all the drama she causes.  “I can’t imagine
the amount of hell Melissa causes Blake, because I don’t even
speak to her and I feel like she drains the life out of me,”
says Graham.  When William tells Melissa he voted for her, she
freaks out and asks every guy to save her from elimination.

Elimination:

When all of the roses are handed out, William and Melissa are
left empty-handed.  While in the limo, they both shed tears —
Melissa more so — and in voice-over, Michelle says “Melissa
deserves all the happiness in the world” and William didn’t
deserve to be eliminated.



Predictions:

Our bet is still on Michelle Money, Michael Stagliano and Ella
Nolan.

Stay tune for next week’s recap.  In the meantime, if you have
questions about the Bachelor Pad 2, send them in.  We will
have former winners, Natalie Getz and David Good with us all
season to answer them.

He  Said/She  Said:  Natalie
Getz  and  David  Good  Answer
Questions about Bachelor Pad
2 Episode 3

By Jennifer Harrington

Things got pretty crazy in the latest episode of Bachelor Pad
2.  We saw Melissa flip out, Erica make the moves on Jake and
a showdown between Kasey and Jake for the final rose.  After
the episode, we were left shaking our heads that Mr. Pavelka
was actually eliminated, and were anxious to get thoughts
about the dramatic episode from David Good and Natalie Getz,
winners of Bachelor Pad 1.

Were you surprised the men did better at the synchronized
swimming challenge?  What factors were most important to you
as you were judging the performances?

He Said: I was a little surprised until after and sat down and
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thought about it.  Guys in the house on all the shows get
along better than the girls do.  The producers always talked
to me about the Bachelor and Bachelorette — the guys are
typically easy going, whereas the girls tend to be catty and
backstabbing to each other.  It’s the same reason most of my
guy friends have like 15 good friends and the girls I know
have like three or four, at most. This makes it easier for the
guys to work together as a team, and it showed.

She Said: I wasn’t surprised, because most of the boys were
once athletes.  They say athletes have a lot of rhythm and
grace!  Also, Jake was on DWTS, so I figured he would be
pretty good.  Michael Stagliano is a dancer and choreographer,
so  he  was  a  shoe-in  to  win.   I  looked  for  personality,
technique and humor.  I must say, looking out at all my
friends with money hungry eyes, it was really difficult to
disappoint everyone by not choosing them. But, Michael and
Michelle deserved the roses in the end.

The promise ring Kasey gave Vienna — romantic or cheesy?  Did
you expect for it to be an engagement ring?  And … your
thoughts on the song he sang to Vienna?

He Said: Everything they seem to do is kind of cheesy.  He has
good intentions, but the fact we see how they act towards each
other and how bad it is, makes everyone cringe.  I did not
think it was an engagement ring.  Her response “please don’t
let that be an engagement ring” was one of the biggest mood
killers I have ever seen and is the exact reason everyone does
not like them together.  Who says that at that moment?  They
just don’t get it.  I want them to be happy, no reason to wish
them harm but come on – disaster waiting to happen.  As for
the song, do I really have to say anything here?  I wanted him
to laugh like it was a joke at some point but he didn’t!

She Said: I think very highly of Kasey, but we are different
people in the “love” department.  Personally, I think promise
rings were romantic in high school, but since I’ve grown up, I



find them very cheesy.  Some women eat that up, but I’m
definitely not in that category.  I didn’t think it would be
an engagement ring, only because Vienna told Kasey prior to
the  show  that  she  did  not  want  a  public  proposal.   The
singing……oh the singing!  I get embarrassed for people so
easily when I watch them on TV and it makes it so much worse
when you know them!  Kasey said he was joking around with the
singing … maybe that explains why Vienna was laughing at him?

Melissa seems to be the craziest person in the house.  At this
point in the competition, do you see her as a strong contender
for  the  money,  or  not  really,  given  she  doesn’t  have  a
reliable partner?

He  Said:  First  off,  can  you  imagine  being  called  “the
craziest” out of this house?  That is saying something!  I do
not see her as a strong competitor.  She plays with emotion
(and not with her head), and can clearly be swung by anyone
who gives her attention in the house.  I actually feel bad for
her, but this is not a game full of rainbows and unicorns.
When you’re talking $250,000, easy come, easy go!

She Said: She will probably go home next episode.  I think
people in the house are getting really fed up with her crying
and frustrations.  She is obsessed with Blake, and that’s
making it highly uncomfortable for everyone in the house.  I
think Melissa is a very sweet, kind hearted girl who wears her
emotions on her sleeve.  Unfortunately, this is a mind game
and she wasn’t prepared.

Were you surprised when Jake was ultimately voted off?  And
were you looking forward to seeing Jake and Vienna in the same
house, without her “protector”?

He Said: I was not surprised he got sent home.  He did his
best, but I think they had been trying since the beginning to
get him out.  He did do very well at the swimming though!  I
am so tired of seeing Vienna cry and complain.  I wonder what



goes through her head watching this show.  Does she think she
is  normal  or  a  good  person?   I  know  when  I  watched  my
Bachelorette show, I was mortified and knew there were some
character flaws that needed to be addressed.  However, she
makes me look like a choir boy!  Kasey is right – without him
there, she would have been gone a long time ago.

She Said: I wasn’t entirely surprised after Erica’s hard work.
 She was the only smart one outside of the powerful six that
actually attempted to play the game.  She, Blake and Jake
tried to convince Kirk that he should vote Kasey off, but Kirk
said he couldn’t leave his alliance.  Wake up, Kirk!  You
aren’t in the powerful six, meaning the six of them would vote
you off before each other!  Had Kirk voted for Kasey, he and
Ella would have been the new power couple alongside Jake and
Erica.  The whole show could have changed, and it would have
made some great TV!

Bachelor Pad always needs a villain.  Now that Jake is gone,
who do you think the group will turn against next?

He Said: The group is going to turn against Melissa, I think.
 They would turn on Kasey and Vienna, but they might be a
little scared to at this point.  Too soon to make a stand!

She Said: So true!  When the person causing problems leave, it
generally gets boring.  When Bentley left, I hate to admit
this, but I was bummed.  Happy for Ashley, but bummed that the
show wouldn’t be as dramatic!  I think the group will turn on
Blake and Melissa.  Possibly Erica for going against Kasey and
Vienna, but Erica is super smart and I’m sure she will get
back  in  the  tight  alliance  she  had  with  Kasey.   Erica’s
greatest strength is not acting smart.  She is by far the most
entertaining on the show!

Thanks for your insights, David and Natalie!  Tune in next
Monday night for the latest installment of Bachelor Pad 2
madness, and while you are watching, send us your questions



about the episode for David and Natalie.

Jessie Sulidis Dating Former
‘Bachelorette’  Contestant,
Kirk DeWindt

It seems like a new reality TV relationship is in the
works!  Jessie Sulidis (from Bachelor spinoff The Bachelor
Pad) is rumored to be dating recent Bachelorette reject, Kirk
DeWindt,  People  reported  last  week.   Last  season  on  The
Bachelor, both Ali Fedotowsky and Sulidis were contestants
trying to win Jake Pavelka’s heart, and became friends in the
process.  DeWindt was recently rejected by Fedotowsky on The
Bachelorette after he brought her to meet his parents.  He
then met Sulidis while taping the Men Tell All special, and
exchanged numbers, as well as a kiss, a source told People. 
“Everything is hush-hush right now because they don’t know
what will come of it.  But he is definitely over Ali!” the
source added.

Is it ever OK to date a friend’s ex?

Cupid’s Advice:

The jury is still out on etiquette for dating a friend’s ex. 
If you find yourself in this type of situation (on either
end), follow Cupid’s advice to help keep the peace:

1. Sparks may fly: If you’re introduced to a friend’s ex and
you find an immediate connection with him or her, discuss your
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feelings  with  your  friend  before  thinking  of  taking  your
attraction to the next level.

2.  Be  honest:  Unfortunately,  if  an  ex  is  attracted  to  a
current friend of yours, you may feel compelled to accept the
situation, instead of speaking up if it bothers you.  Hurt
feelings will likely result from your lack of honesty, so be
truthful with yourself, your friend, and your ex.

3.  Learn  the  difference:  Determine  whether  or  not  your
friend’s initial intrigue is simply physical attraction, as
opposed  to  a  strong  emotional  connection  that  can’t  be
fought.  Understanding the difference may prevent confusion
between the three of you later.


